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Characteristics of Dynamic Cervical Vertebral Kinematics for Female and Male Volunteers in
Low‐speed Rear Impact, based on Quasi‐static Neck Kinematics

Fusako Sato, Taichi Nakajima, Koshiro Ono, Mats Svensson, Koji Kaneoka
Abstract The purpose of this study is to clarify the dynamic characteristics of inertia‐induced cervical
vertebral kinematics for both female and male volunteers in low‐speed rear impact conditions by comparing
quasi‐static muscle‐induced neck kinematics. Two series of volunteer tests were used. One is data from a rear
impact sled test series with 2 females and 4 males. The second set of data is from a voluntary neck bending test
series with 4 females and 9 males. Cervical vertebral motions were measured by a cineradiography system. The
same volunteers in the first test series also participated in the second test series.
C4/C5 through C6/C7 showed larger extension angle in the peak S shape than maximum voluntary retraction
for females. In contrast, the peak S shape was in the maximum voluntary retraction for males. The rearward
displacements at C6/C7 in the peak S shape exceeded the maximum voluntary extension for females. The
vertebral angular displacement at C5/C6 was greatest in the peak extension and exceeded the voluntary
extension, especially for females. The vertebral normalised displacements in X‐direction at C5/C6 and C6/C7
showed larger rearward displacements in the peak extension than the voluntary extension, and exceeded the
maximum voluntary extension for both genders.
Keywords whiplash, rear impacts, volunteers, neck, cervical vertebral kinematics.

I. INTRODUCTION
Whiplash associated disorder (WAD) caused by vehicle crashes is a worldwide problem. WADs occur in
impact from all directions, and more frequently in rear impacts than in any other type of automobile impacts
[1‐2]. Under such circumstances, preventive measures for WAD in rear impacts have been focused and installed
in car seats. In order to reduce the risk of WAD, several types of advanced seat with concepts for whiplash
protection have been introduced since the late 1990s [3‐6]. As reported by Kullgren [7‐8], those types of seat
have achieved a reduction of the risk of WAD and proved to be more effective for males than females,
according to insurance claims records. The susceptibility of females to WAD has been the focus of many
previous studies. Numerous epidemiologic studies have shown that females tend to sustain WAD with higher
frequency. Carlsson [9] summarised those studies and reported that the relative injury risk of sustaining WAD
was approximately 1.5 to 3 times higher for females compared to males in rear impacts. Harder [10] and Cassidy
[11] reported that gender is a significant factor of a longer recovery after sustaining a WAD. Therefore, further
investigations to reveal gender differences in the injury biomechanics for WAD are needed in order to prevent
WAD more effectively for females as well as males.
The gender differences of dynamic response in rear impacts have been analysed by conducting human
volunteer tests, showing females have greater forward accelerations at head and T1 and a more pronounced
rebound than males [9][12‐15]. Stemper [16] conducted rear impact sled tests with post mortem human
head‐neck complexes with retro‐reflective targets inserted in each vertebra. The study found that the female
specimens had larger cervical intervertebral angles and a more pronounced S shape deformation of cervical
spine compared to the male specimens. Ono [17] indicated such gender differences on cervical vertebral
kinematics based on cineradiography data obtained by rear impact sled tests with female and male volunteers.
Previous studies conducting static experiments have also found gender differences. Females have a larger
total range of flexion‐extension motion [18‐20], with a smaller total range of retraction‐protrusion motion [21].
Those studies analysed static end point positions of the cervical spine. Therefore, there is a lack of continuous
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daata of cervical vertebral kinematics in quasi‐stati c neck motio
on, although several studdies have acq
quired cerviccal
kinematics continuously throughout the entire ne ck motion [2
22‐25].
Ono [26‐27] investigatted dynamicc characterisstics of cervical vertebra
al rotation inn rear impact sled testing
co
ompared to voluntary muscle‐induce
m
ed neck exteension. The study
s
showed that verteebral angle frrom horizonttal
pllane was larggest at C5 arround 100 ms
m under reaar impact condition, while vertebral angle was gradually largger
from lower to
o upper verrtebrae under voluntaryy neck exten
nsion. Howe
ever, the stuudy focused on one maale
vo
olunteer and
d did not anaalyse gender differences.
The goal of this study is
i to clarify the
t dynamic characteristtics of inertia
a‐induced ceervical verteb
bral kinematics
fo
or both fem
male and male
m
volunte
eers in low
w‐speed rear impact conditions bby comparin
ng quasi‐static
muscle‐induce
m
ed cervical vertebral
v
kine
ematics in vooluntary neck motion in order to appproach the su
usceptibility of
fe
emales to WA
AD.
II. METHODSS
Two seriess of volunteeer tests were
e used. One i s data from a rear impacct sled test sseries with 2 females and
d4
males
m
at 6 km
m/h by Ono [1
17] (Test Serries 1). The seecond set off data is from
m a voluntaryy quasi‐staticc neck bending
te
est series witth 4 femaless and 9 male
es, which haas not been previously published
p
(Teest Series 2). The two teest
se
eries were conducted in the same period,
p
and tthe same vo
olunteers in Test Series 1 also particcipated in Teest
Se
eries 2. Detaails of the su
ubjects are provided in TTable 1. In bo
oth test series, sequenti al X‐ray images of cerviccal
ve
ertebral kineematics werre acquired by a cineraadiography system (Inte
egris Allura BH‐5000, Philips Mediccal
Syystem) at th
he Universityy of Tsukuba Hospital. TThe time histories of th
he cervical vvertebral kin
nematics weere
re
eanalysed w
with the sequential X‐rayy images. TThe complete description of Test SSeries 1 [17]] and detailed
in
nvestigationss of the overaall neck and cervical verttebral kinematics [28] have been pubblished in sep
parate paperrs.
All subjectts gave writtten informed
d consent affter explanaation of the protocol. Alll procedures in this study
were
w
approveed by the In
nstitutional Review
R
Boarrd of the Medical Department at U
University of Tsukuba, and
ad
dhered to the guidelines of the Ethics Committeee.
TABLE I
OLUNTEERS IN TEST SERIES 1 AND
A 2
DETAAILS OF THE VO

Te
est Procedurres – Test Series 1
Figure 1 show
ws a schemattic of the min
ni‐sled syste m. The mini‐‐sled system
m had a rigid seat mounte
ed to a sled on
o
2 m horizontaal rails. The rigid
r
seat, with a seatbacck angled 20°° from the ve
ertical, was aaccelerated by release off a
co
ompressed sspring installeed on the en
nd of the sledd, and decelerated by a hydraulic daamper on the
e anterior paart
off the rails. TThe sled accceleration an
nd velocity aare shown in Figure 2. The Δ V waas 5.8 km/h and the peeak
accceleration w
was 42 m/s2. Volunteerss were seateed on the riggid seat and asked to reelax. The cerrvical vertebral
kinematics waas captured at
a 60 fps by the
t cineradioography systtem.

Fiig. 1. Schemee of Test Series 1.

o the sled acceleration aand velocity,, Test Series 1.
Fig. 2. TTime history of

est Procedurres – Test Series 2
Te
Vo
olunteers weere seated on
o the rigid seat used in TTest Series 1 and asked to
t relax. Voluunteers were instructed in
moving
m
their cervical spin
ne to three positions inn their normal quasi‐stattic physiologgical motion: 1) maximu
um
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exxtension (face toward ceiling);
c
2) maximum
m
fl exion (chin‐‐to‐chest); and 3) maxim
mum retracction (maxim
mal
re
earward glidiing or posterior translatiion of the heead while zero sagittal ro
otation is maaintained) [2
29]. Volunteeers
prracticed the three motio
ons before te
esting. Then,, sequential X‐ray images of their neeck motions were acquired
att 15 fps by the cineradio
ography system. The acqquisition wass conducted only one tim
me in each neck
n
motion to
re
educe radiatiion dose as much
m
as posssible.
Definitions off the Lower Cervical
C
Verttebra Coordiinate System
ms
Th
he lower ceervical verteebral coordin
nate system
m portrayed in Figure 3 was defineed, and cervvical vertebral
kinematics waas analysed in the coordinate system
m in this stud
dy. The origin of the cooordinate system was at the
most
m
inferior and posterior point of the lower veertebral bod
dy. Its x‐axis was along tthe inferior surface of the
ve
ertebral bod
dy along a lin
ne posterior point to annterior point of vertebral body. The x‐axis is possitive forwarrd,
an
nd the z‐axiss positive downward. Forr the occipitaal condyle, the lower cerrvical vertebbra coordinatte was created
with
w two infeerior points, represented
d as red dotts in Figure 4. The initia
al C7 angle oof the x‐axiss in the glob
bal
co
oordinate system was su
ummarised in
n Table I. In tthe global an
nd lower cerrvical vertebrra coordinate systems, the
po
ositive directtion is extension angle and negative flexion angle
e.

Fig. 3. Definitions of the lower cervvical vertebraa
coordinatee systems.

oints for the Occipital condyle and C1
1.
Fig. 4. Digitised po

An
nalysis of Ceervical Spinee Kinematics
Te
emplates of cervical verttebrae and bottom
b
regioon of the sku
ull around th
he occipital ccondyle were
e prepared for
f
eaach subject w
with the initiial X‐ray image acquired by the cinerradiography. The templaates shown as
a blue and red
do
ots in Figure 4 were fitteed to each ve
ertebra overr sequential X‐ray
X
imagess and four eddges of verte
ebral body and
zyygapophysial joint were digitised. Th
hose digitisedd points werre representted as red doots in Figure
e 3 and 4. Tw
wo
in
nferior pointss, representeed as red dots in Figure 44, were digittised at the occipital
o
con dyle and C1. The midpoiint
be
etween the ttwo inferior points of each vertebral body was trracked in the
e lower verteebral coordin
nate system to
ob
btain the traanslational displacement of the verteebrae. Then, the translattional displaccement was normalised by
th
he length bettween the tw
wo inferior points
p
of the adjacent inferior vertebra, representted as red do
ots in Figure 3.
Th
he vertebral angular displacements were calculaated as the angle
a
of a lin
ne connectinng the two inferior points,
an
nd done in the global and lower verttebral coordiinate system
m. In order to
o smooth thee digitised ra
aw data, spline
in
nterpolation was applied
d. Plots were
e extracted at every 10 ms in Test Series 1. Foor Test Serie
es 2, time was
w
no
ormalised byy the time at
a maximum
m extension, flexion or retraction, and
a the duraation was divided into 12
se
ections. Afteerwards, the average and
d standard ddeviation we
ere calculate
ed at every 110 ms in Tesst Series 1 and
eaach section iin Test Series 2. Differences betweenn genders an
nd between Test
T Series 1 and 2 were
e examined for
f
sttatistical sign
nificance usin
ng Student's unpaired t‐ttest. The tottal number of
o cineradioggraphy image
es for one teest
was
w around 115–20 with 16.67
1
ms inte
ervals in Tesst Series 1, and 15–25 with 66.67 mss intervals in
n Test Series 2.
Th
he dose of eexposure wass 0.016 mGyy per frame, and total rad
diation dose
e of a series oof sequentia
al X‐ray imagges
was
w less than
n an abdom
minal computed tomogrraphic scan for normal medical pu rposes. The resolution of
cineradiograp
phy images was
w 1280 x 10
024 pixels (aapproximately 7.3 pixels//mm). The m
mean errors of
o the digitised
daata on the in
nter‐observeer variations were 0.7 deegrees in rotational angle
e, 0.44 mm iin horizontal direction and
0..25 mm in veertical directtion. In the mean
m
error eevaluation, an
a X‐ray ima
age was pickeed up from the sequenttial
X‐‐ray image seets, and obseervers digitizzed the samee X‐ray image.
IIII. RESULTS
Dynamic in
nertia‐induceed vertebrall kinematics was obtained by analyssing sequenttial X‐ray im
mages acquired
with
w a cinerad
diography in
n Test Series 1. Details off dynamic in
nertia‐induce
ed vertebral kinematics were
w
reported
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in
n our previou
us study [28]]. The data in that studyy was utilised
d in compariison betweeen dynamic inertia‐induced
an
nd quasi‐static muscle‐induced verttebral kinem
matics. Figure
e 5, Figure 6 and Figuree 7 show se
equential X‐rray
im
mages in Testt Series 2. Qu
uasi‐static muscle‐induce
m
ed vertebral kinematics was
w tracked using these images.

n
Max. extension
Start
Fig. 5. Sequen
ntial X‐ray images of volun
ntary neck e xtension in Test
T Series 2. The volunteeers shown in
n these images
were
w
the samee subjects ass those reported by Sato [[28].

Start
Max. flexion
ntary neck fleexion in Testt Series 2. The volunteerss shown in these
Fig. 6. Sequential X‐ray imaages of volun
cineradiography images arre the same subjects
s
as thhose in Fig. 5.
5

Start
Ma
ax. retraction
n
Fig. 7. Sequential X‐ray imaages of volun
ntary neck reetraction in Test
T Series 2. The volunteeers shown in
n these
cineradiography images arre the same subjects
s
as thhose in Fig. 5.
5
Quasi‐static
Q
M
Muscle‐inducced Vertebra
al Kinematiccs
Figure 8 show
ws the averagge time histo
ories of the vvertebral anggular displaccement for aall participants in voluntaary
ne
eck extensio
on, flexion and retractiion, respecttively. The vertebral
v
an
ngular displaacements were
w
described
re
elative to C77. The verteb
bral angular displacemennts exhibited
d positive va
alues in volu ntary neck extension,
e
and
ne
egative valu
ues in volunttary neck fle
exion at all vertebral le
evels. In voluntary neckk retraction, the vertebral
an
ngular displaacement exhibited negative values att upper verte
ebrae and po
ositive valuess at lower ve
ertebrae.
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Figure 9, FFigure 10 and Figure 11 show the avverage time histories of the vertebraal angular and normalised
trranslational displacemen
nt for both
h genders iin their volluntary neck extensionn, flexion and retractio
on,
re
espectively. The vertebrral displacem
ments were described in
n the lower cervical verrtebra coord
dinate system.
With
W voluntarry neck exten
nsion shown in Figure 9, all vertebrall segments rotated in exttension, exce
ept that C5/C6
exxhibited flexxion angle slightly in th
he early stagge for female. The norm
malised trannslational displacement in
X‐‐direction w
was forward at upper ve
ertebral seggments, and rearward at
a lower verrtebral segm
ments for bo
oth
ge
enders. Conversely, in Figure
F
10, voluntary
v
neeck flexion placed
p
all ve
ertebral segm
ments in fle
exion rotatio
on,
exxcept that O
OC/C1 rotateed in extension slightly in the middle stage for female. Thee normalised
d translation
nal
diisplacementss in X‐directtion also showed oppossite trends, with upper vertebral seegments in rearward and
lo
ower vertebrral segmentss in forward for both gennders. In con
ntrast, with voluntary
v
neeck retraction in Figure 11,
1
OC/C1 througgh C5/C6 rottated in flexiion and C6/CC7 in extenssion for fema
ales. For maales, OC/C1 through
t
C4/C5
ro
otated in flexxion, and C5//C6 and C6/C
C7 in extensiion.
Figure 12, Figure 13 and Figure 14 show geender compaarisons of the vertebraal angular an
nd normalised
trranslational displacemen
nt at maxim
mum voluntaary neck exttension, flexxion and rettraction, respectively. The
ve
ertebral disp
placements were
w
describ
bed in the loower cervical vertebra co
oordinate syystem. In Figure 12, OC/C1
an
nd C4/C5 sho
owed the larrgest extension angle at maximum voluntary
v
necck extensionn. This result corresponded
to
o previous sttudies [29‐32
2]. C4/C5 alsso exhibited the largest rearward dissplacement. With maxim
mum voluntaary
ne
eck flexion in Figure 13
3, C1/C2 was the greateest angular displacemen
nt for femalles, and C5//C6 for malees.
Maximum
M
voluntary neck retraction shown
s
in Figuure 14 produ
uced the mo
ost flexion anngle at C1/C2
2, with greatter
vaalues for fem
males than males.
m
In ge
ender compaarisons of an
ngular displa
acement andd normalised
d translation
nal
diisplacement in X‐directiion, maximu
um voluntarry neck exte
ension was greater for females tha
an males, and
maximum
m
voluntary neckk flexion for males thaan females from
f
C2 thrrough C7, w
with corresp
pondence to a
prrevious studyy reported by
b Yukawa [2
20].

(c) Retraaction.
(a) EExtension.
(b) F lexion.
Fig. 8. Averagee time historries of the ve
ertebral anguular displace
ement relativve to C7 for aall volunteerss in Test Seriies
2.. The positivve side is exteension angle
e and negativve flexion angle. Figure A1
A shows theese average time
t
historiees
fo
or both genders respectivvely in Appendix.

(b) Normaliseed translational
al
(c) Normalised translationa
displacement
d
t in X‐directio
on.
displacement inn Z‐direction
n.
Fig. 9. Averagee time historries of the ve
ertebral disp lacement in the lower ce
ervical vertebbra coordina
ate system
du
uring voluntaary neck exteension in Tesst Series 2. TThe x‐directio
on is positive
e forward. Thhe z‐direction is positive
do
ownward. Fo
or rotation, the
t positive side
s is exten sion angle and negative flexion anglee.
(a) Angulaar displacemeent.
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(a) Angulaar displacemeent.

(b) Normaliseed translational
al
(c) Normalised translationa
displacement
d
t in X‐directio
on.
displacement inn Z‐direction
n.
Fig. 10. Averagge time histo
ories of the vertebral
v
dis placement in
n the lower cervical
c
verteebra coordin
nate system
du
uring voluntaary neck flexxion in Test Series
S
2. The x‐direction is
i positive forward. The zz‐direction iss positive
do
ownward. Fo
or rotation, the
t positive side
s is exten sion angle and negative flexion anglee.

(b) Normaliseed translational
al
(c) Normalised translationa
displacement
d
t in X‐directio
on.
displacement inn Z‐direction
n.
Fig. 11. Averagge time histo
ories of the vertebral
v
dis placement in
n the lower cervical
c
verteebra coordin
nate system
du
uring voluntaary neck retrraction in Test Series 2. TThe x‐directio
on is positive
e forward. Thhe z‐directio
on is positive
do
ownward. Fo
or rotation, the
t positive side
s is exten sion angle and negative flexion anglee.
(a) Angulaar displacemeent.

(a) Angular displacem
ment.

(cc) Normaliseed translation
nal
(b) Normali sed translatiional
displacementt in Z‐directio
on.
displaceme nt in X‐direction.
Fig. 12. Gendeer compariso
ons of the ve
ertebral displlacement in the
t lower ce
ervical vertebbra coordinate system att
maximum
m
voluntary neck extension in
n Test Series 2. The averaage values in coloured baars, standard
d deviation in
n
bllack lines and
d p‐values frrom t‐test. Th
he x‐directioon is positive forward. The z‐directionn is positive downward.
d
Fo
or rotation, tthe positive side
s is extension angle a nd negative flexion angle
e.
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(a) Angular displacem
ment.

(b) Normali sed translatiional
(cc) Normaliseed translation
nal
displaceme nt in X‐direction.
displacementt in Z‐directio
on.
Fig. 13. Gendeer compariso
ons of the ve
ertebral displlacement in the
t lower ce
ervical vertebbra coordinate system att
maximum
m
voluntary neck flexion in Te
est Series 2. TThe average values in coloured bars, standard de
eviation in
bllack lines and
d p‐values frrom t‐test. Th
he x‐directioon is positive forward. The z‐directionn is positive downward.
d
Fo
or rotation, tthe positive side
s is extension angle a nd negative flexion angle
e.

(a) Angular displacem
ment.

(cc) Normaliseed translation
nal
(b) Normali sed translatiional
displacementt in Z‐directio
on.
displaceme nt in X‐direction.
Fig. 14. Gendeer compariso
ons of the ve
ertebral displlacement in the
t lower ce
ervical vertebbra coordinate system att
maximum
m
voluntary neck retraction in
n Test Series 2. The averaage values in
n coloured baars, standard
d deviation in
n
bllack lines and
d p‐values frrom t‐test. Th
he x‐directioon is positive forward. The z‐directionn is positive downward.
d
Fo
or rotation, tthe positive side
s is extension angle a nd negative flexion angle
e.
Dynamic Inertia‐induced Vertebral Kiinematics
a
and normalised ttranslational displacemeent
Figure 15 shows the average time hisstories of thee vertebral angular
n Test Series 1 for femalees and maless, respectiveely. The verte
ebral angular displacemeent at C1/C2
2 exhibited the
in
grreatest peakk flexion angle at time be
etween 90 m
ms and 100 ms
m for both genders. At that point in
n time, OC/C
C1,
C1
1/C2 and C22/C3 rotated in flexion, while
w
C4/C5,, C5/C6 and C6/C7 in exxtension. Theerefore, the cervical spine
was
w exposed to an S shaape. The low
wer neck exttension was larger for fe
emales thann males, giving the femaale
ne
ecks a more pronounced
d S shape. Th
he vertebral normalised displacemen
nt in X‐directtion varied between
b
spin
nal
se
egments, witth larger diffferences be
etween segm
ments for females than males arounnd the peakk S shape. The
ve
ertebral normalised disp
placement in
n Z‐directionn at C1/C2 exhibited
e
the
e greatest ppeak upward displacemeent
arround the peeak S shape for
f both genders.
The dynam
mic inertia‐iinduced verrtebral kinem
matics desccribed above
e was comppared to th
he quasi‐static
muscle‐induce
m
ed vertebral kinematics obtained
o
in TTest Series 2. Figure 16 shows the avverage time histories
h
of the
ve
ertebral angular displaceement relativve to C7 for all participaants in Test Series
S
1. OC and C1 rota
ated in flexio
on,
with
w the other vertebrae in extension until 110 m
ms. Afterward
ds, all vertebrae rotated in extension
n. On the oth
her
haand, in the q
quasi‐static muscle‐induc
m
ced vertebra l kinematics,, all vertebra
ae rotated inn extension and
a no S shape
de
eformation w
was observeed in volunta
ary neck ext ension (Figu
ure 8 (a) and
d Figure 9). TThe differences of cerviccal
sp
pine responsse observed in this studyy correspondded to previo
ous studies re
eported by O
Ono [26‐27] with one maale
vo
olunteer. In addition, th
he voluntaryy neck retraaction showe
ed upper ve
ertebrae rotaated in flexion and low
wer
ve
ertebrae in eextension, an
nd were similar to S shappe in dynamic inertia‐induced vertebbral kinematics (Figure 8 (c)
an
nd Figure 111). Based on these resultts, the chara cteristics of dynamic ine
ertia‐inducedd vertebral kinematics
k
w
was
th
he peak S sh
hape before 100 ms, and
d then transsition from the
t peak S shape to exteension phase [33‐39]. The
pe
eak S shape was comparred to the vo
oluntary necck retraction
n at its maxim
mum positioon. In the exttension phasse,
th
he angular diisplacement of head (OC
C) relative to C7 exhibited the greatest peak exteension of app
proximately 35
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de
egrees aroun
nd 200 ms in
n the dynamic inertia‐indduced verteb
bral kinematics. Thereforre, the peak extension was
w
co
ompared to the voluntarry neck extension at the same angle as the peakk extension aangle of head (OC) relative
to
o C7 in dynam
mic condition
n.
Figure 17 and Figure 18 show com
mparisons oof the verteb
bral displacement betweeen the peak S shape and
maximum
m
voluntary retraaction. C4/C5
5 through C66/C7 showed
d larger exte
ension anglee in the peakk S shape than
maximum
m
voluntary retraction for fem
males. C4/C55 and C5/C6 of
o females exhibited exteension in the
e peak S shape,
bu
ut flexion in the maximu
um voluntaryy retraction. In contrast,, the peak S shape was iin the maxim
mum voluntaary
re
etraction for males. The vertebral no
ormalised dissplacement in X‐direction
n from C4/C55 through C6
6/C7 exhibited
re
earward disp
placement in
n the peak S shape, whilee forward att C5/C6 and C6/C7 for feemales and C4/C5
C
through
C6
6/C7 for males in the maaximum volu
untary retracction. In volu
untary neck motion, rea rward displa
acements fro
om
C4
4/C5 through C6/C7 were observed only in voluuntary neck extension (F
Figure 9 andd Figure 12). The rearwaard
diisplacementss at C6/C7 in
n the peak S shape
s
exceeeded the maxximum volun
ntary extensiion for females.
Figure 19 aand Figure 20
2 show com
mparisons off the vertebrral displacem
ment betweeen the peak extension and
vo
oluntary extension. The vertebral an
ngular displaacements att C4/C5 and C5/C6 weree remarkablyy larger in the
pe
eak extensio
on than volu
untary exten
nsion for booth genders.. C5/C6 wass greatest inn the peak extension and
exxceeded the voluntary exxtension, esp
pecially for ffemales. The vertebral no
ormalised dissplacementss in X‐directio
on
att C5/C6 and C6/C7 show
wed larger rea
arward displlacements in
n the peak exxtension tha n the volunttary extensio
on,
an
nd exceeded
d the maximu
um voluntaryy extension ffor both genders.
Those com
mparisons deescribed abovve with Figuure 17– Figurre 20 were conducted
c
w
with the data
a of volunteeers
who
w participated in both test
t series (V
Volunteer ID:: I–VI in Table 1).

(a) Angularr displacemeent.

(b
b) Normaliseed displacement
nt
(c) Normalised ddisplacemen
in X‐diirection.
in Z‐direection.
Fig.. 15. Averagee time historries of the ve
ertebral displlacement in the lower ce
ervical vertebbra coordina
ate system in
n
Tesst Series 1. Th
he x‐directio
on is positive forward. Thhe z‐direction
n is positive downward.
d
FFor rotation, the positivee
side
e is extension angle and negative flexxion angle.

Fig. 16. Averagge time histo
ories of the vertebral
v
anggular displaccement relative to C7 forr all voluntee
ers in Test
Se
eries 1. The p
positive side is extension
n angle and nnegative flexion angle.
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(a) Female.
(b) Male.
Fig. 17. Comp
parison of the vertebral angular
a
displ acement in the
t lower ve
ertebra coorddinate system
m between
th
he peak S shaape in Test Series
S
1 and maximum
m
vooluntary retraction in Tesst Series 2. A
Average in co
oloured bars
an
nd standard deviation in black lines. The
T positive side is exten
nsion angle and
a negativee flexion angle.

(b) Male.
(a) Female.
Fig. 18. Comparison of thee vertebral normalised diisplacement in X‐directio
on in the low
wer vertebra coordinate
syystem betweeen the peakk S shape in Test
T Series 1 and maximu
um voluntaryy retraction iin Test Series 2. Averagee
in
n coloured baars and stand
dard deviatio
on in black li nes. The possitive side is forward
f
andd negative rearward.

(a) Female.
(b) Male.
Fig. 19. Comparison of thee vertebral angular displaacement in the
t lower verrtebra coorddinate system
m between th
he
pe
eak extensio
on in Test Serries 1 and vo
oluntary exteension in Test Series 2. Avverage in colloured bars and
a standard
d
de
eviation in black lines. Th
he positive side is extenssion angle an
nd negative flexion angle .

(a) Female.
(b) Male.
Fig. 20. Comparison of thee vertebral normalised diisplacement in X‐directio
on in the low
wer vertebra coordinate
syystem betweeen the peakk extension in
n Test Seriess 1 and volun
ntary extension in Test Seeries 2. Avera
age in
co
oloured barss and standarrd deviation in black linees. The positive side is forrward and neegative rearw
ward.
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IV. DISCUSSION
In order to clarify the dynamic characteristics of cervical vertebral kinematics under rear impact condition for
both genders, the current study compared dynamic inertia‐induced cervical vertebral kinematics obtained by
low‐speed rear impact volunteer tests with quasi‐static muscle‐induced cervical vertebral kinematics in
voluntary neck motions. We assumed that the voluntary neck motions would be non‐injurious even though the
volunteers were asked to carry out each motion to the maximum limit, but without causing serious discomfort.
These voluntary neck motions would in other words generate large intervertebral displacements between
adjacent vertebrae that still remained within the sub injurious range. The cervical vertebral motion under
inertial loading in sled tests were also sub injurious, but they were involuntary induced to the spinal joints. In
case where the range of quasi‐static muscle‐induced cervical vertebral motion was exceeded, it was
hypothesised that this additional vertebral displacement would be potentially harmful. In more severe and
injurious real world accidents, it is to be expected that the vertebral motions would follow the same trend as in
the sled tests but exceed the voluntary range of motion to an even greater extent and thus cause tissue damage.
In addition, tissues have viscoelastic material properties, and stiffens as the loading speed increases. In case
where intervertebral displacements under dynamic inertia‐induced conditions are the same level as those
under quasi‐static muscle‐induced conditions, it is also to be expected that cervical spine under dynamic
inertia‐induced conditions would be exposed to more severe loading.
Many previous studies [33‐39] have focused on S shape deformation of cervical spine observed during rear
impact as the majority of the injury mechanism hypotheses for WAD. The current study showed that the S
shape was a main characteristic of dynamic inertia‐induced cervical vertebral kinematics. In the S shape phase,
upper vertebrae rotated in flexion and lower vertebrae in extension similarly to the voluntary neck retraction.
Ordway [29] reported that the voluntary neck retraction produced greater flexion angles at the upper cervical
vertebrae than the voluntary neck flexion, and smaller extension angles at the lower cervical vertebrae than the
voluntary neck extension. Those trends correspond to results of the Test Series 2 in this study (Figure 12 (a),
Figure 13 (a) and Figure 14 (a)). In the voluntary neck retraction, the lower cervical vertebrae reached limits of
extension angle, even though those limits were smaller than maximum extension angle observed in voluntary
extension. The phenomenon could be caused by interactions between muscles and ligaments and so on around
cervical spine, and the S shape beyond the voluntary neck retraction would have a potentially harmful effect on
a neck. Therefore, in this study, the peak S shape was compared to the voluntary maximum neck retraction to
estimate potential of neck injury.
The fact that the female volunteers exhibited a more pronounced S shape could be part of the explanation
as to why females are more susceptible to WAD than men. An increased S shape indicates larger local
intervertebral displacements that in turn could cause more severe strain and loading to for instance the facet
joints. The more pronounced s‐shape will likely cause greater strain on the facet joint capsules and higher
pressure magnitudes in the spinal canal during the whiplash motion. These pressure transients have been
suggested to be the cause of dorsal root ganglion injuries [40]. These differences between the genders could
potentially explain the higher injury risk in females.
Carlsson [9] investigated a rear impact volunteer test series with 11 males and 12 females [13] at the same
impact level as that of Test Series 1 in this study. Head to head‐restraint contact time was 91 ms for females and
100 ms for males at a ΔV of 8 km/h in that study. Pramudita [41] conducted a rear impact volunteer test series
at the same impact level as this study, and reported that head to head‐restraint contact time was 95 ms for
males with the maximum sled acceleration of 40 m/s2. This study showed that the peak S shape was observed
around those head to head‐restraint contact timings. At the peak S shape, C4/C5 through C6/C7 rotated in
extension and exceeded maximum voluntary retraction for females. In addition, the rearward displacements at
C6/C7 at the peak S shape exceeded the maximum voluntary extension for females. Therefore, the female
volunteers in those studies had possibilities to be exposed to pronounced S shape deformation beyond
voluntary muscle‐induced vertebral kinematics.
Previous studies have investigated the prevalence of neck pain at the cervical zygapophysial joint in rear‐end
impacts and reported that the majority of patients experienced chronic pain at either C2/C3 [42] or at C5/C6
[42‐44]. The study of a rear impact test series with cadavers [45] reported that small damages were found at
C5/C6 and C6/C7 level at autopsy. In this study, C2/C3 showed most forward displacement at the peak S shape
for females. C5/C6 and C6/C7 exhibited larger extension at the peak S shape and peak extension than voluntary
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muscle‐induced vertebral kinematics, especially for females. In addition, rearward displacements at C5/C6 and
C6/C7 exceeded those in the maximum voluntary extension for both genders.
In the future, the vertebral motions obtained in these volunteer tests can be used in the evaluation of
human model neck kinematics. It is requisite that future female and male human body models exhibit the same
trends as the female and male volunteers respectively. Such human body models will be essential in detailed
real world accident reconstructions. There they can give indications of how various vertebral motion and
loading parameters correlate to real world injury risk. Once critical vertebral motion and loading parameters
have been identified, biofidelic female and male human body models will also become valuable tools in seat
and head restraint development.
Limitations
Firstly, the cineradiography data were taken with 2 female and 4 male volunteers in Test Series 1, and 4 female
and 9 male volunteers in Test Series 2. It was insufficient to generalise gender characteristics of cervical
vertebral kinematics under dynamic and quasi‐static conditions. Corridors of vertebral displacements were
shown in Appendix, and variations between individual volunteers were not so small as to be negligible. Since all
volunteers were in their twenties, is was difficult to discuss gender differences through all ages based on this
study. In addition, the collection rate of the cineradiography was much lower than was generally used for
impact studies with PMHS [45] in order to conduct the sled testing within no risk from radiation exposure.
However, the cineradiography data are valuable and significant in revealing cervical vertebral kinematics.
Secondly, in some X‐ray images, C1 was partially outside of the frame, such as the last frame of Figure 6. In that
case, the template was fitted with visible part in the frame and the kinematics of the vertebra was extracted by
digitising the template. Also, effects of the distortion and noise in X‐ray images were minimised by
superimposing templates. However, there would be still some analytical errors. Thirdly, since the volunteers
were not at risk of being injured, the sled pulse was set at a level below causing neck injury. Furthermore, the
tests were conducted using an experimental rigid seat without head‐restraint. Therefore, extrapolations would
be needed to predict the cervical kinematicsusing a commercial vehicle seat with head‐restraint under real
world accident level.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This study investigated the dynamic characteristics of inertia‐induced cervical vertebral kinematics in
low‐speed rear impact conditions for both genders by comparing quasi‐static muscle‐induced vertebral
kinematics. The following most important findings were obtained.
 The dynamic inertia‐induced vertebral kinematics showed the peak S shape at time between 90 ms and
100 ms, and transition from the peak S shape to extension phase for both genders.
 In the quasi‐static muscle‐induced vertebral kinematics, all vertebrae rotated in extension and no S
shape deformation was observed in voluntary neck extension.
 C4/C5 through C6/C7 showed larger extension angle in the peak S shape than maximum voluntary
retraction for females. In contrast, the peak S shape was in the maximum voluntary retraction for males.
 The rearward displacements at C6/C7 in the peak S shape exceeded the maximum voluntary extension
for females.
 The vertebral angular displacement at C5/C6 was greatest in the peak extension and exceeded the
voluntary extension, especially for females.
 The vertebral normalised displacements in X‐direction at C5/C6 and C6/C7 showed larger rearward
displacements in the peak extension than the voluntary extension, and exceeded the maximum voluntary
extension for both genders.
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VIII. APPENDIX
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(b) Normalissed displacement in X
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(b) Normalissed displacement in X

(c) Normalissed displacement in Z
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Fig. A3. Time histories off the average and corriddor of vertebral displace
oordinate syystem duringg voluntary neck
n
flexion in Test Serie
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do
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or rotation, the
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(b) Normalissed displacement in X

(c) Normalissed displacement in Z

ements in thhe lower cerrvical verteb
bra
Fig. A4. Time histories off the average and corriddor of vertebral displace
co
oordinate system during voluntary ne
eck retractioon in Test Series 2. The co
orridors werre defined ass the averagee ±
on
ne standard
d deviation from the avverage. Thee x‐direction
n is positive forward. TThe z‐direction is positive
do
ownward. Fo
or rotation, the
t positive side
s is exten sion angle and negative flexion anglee.
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